
Over the past 43 years Wood Mallets Ltd has earned a  
worldwide reputation for superb craftsmanship, well priced 
equipment and great service.  Our croquet equipment is 
made to the highest possible standards using the finest     
materials by craftsmen who are proud of their workmanship. 
Whether for the international croquet champion or back yard 
player, our equipment is made to look great and perform 
well.   
  
The Original Mallet (as pictured) has a turned white 
ash handle with 9 1⁄4”or 10” long rectangular heads. They’re 
available in weights from 2lbs 6oz through to 3lbs 6oz and 
overall lengths from 30” up to 42”.  The heads are made from 
Indian Sheesham wood with an inlaid sycamore sighting line.  
12mm thick Tufnol end plates are  fitted and lead weights are 
inserted into the underside of the head.  
 
Artificial cushion grips are fitted in a range of colours.  
 
A superb quality mallet for any level of player at a very          
competitive price.  

 

Guarantee 
 

Our croquet equipment is made from the  
finest materials available sourced from 

around the world. The timbers used have 
been well seasoned and carefully machined 

by craftsmen who are proud of their 
workmanship. 

They’re guaranteed against breakage, in  
the course of reasonable use and care. 

 

 

Since 1982 

  www.woodmallets.com 

Grip colours  

The worlds largest manufacturer  
of club level croquet mallets 

Since 1982 

 

Wood Mallets Ltd 
280 Tod Road, R D 2 

Otane, Hawkes Bay 4277 
New Zealand 

Tel: (+64) 21 637 945 
Email: george@woodmallets.com 

 www.woodmallets.com 

George Wood - Managing Director 

 
Championship hoops  
Welded steel. Packed in a pine box.  

Sets of metal clips 

Centre Pegs 

Corner Flags  



 

We specialize in custom making mallets to customers specifications.  
 
When an appropriate mallet handle has been fitted, lead weights are         
inserted into predrilled holes on the under side of the head and then 
plugged with hardwood dowels to achieve the desired overall weight. Our      
standard weight mallet is 3.00 lbs overall. Mallet weights from 2.lb 8oz to 
3lb 4ozs may be custom made at no extra charge. 
 
Our distinctive gold crest is stamped on one side of the mallet                       
head and the overall mallet weight printed on the handle. Each mallet then 
receives no less than three spray coats of epoxy urethane with sanding in    
between coats to create a high lustre, hard  wearing finish.  

The Discovery mallet is a hybrid between the Original and 
Evolution mallets.  They have the lightweight carbon/EVA handles but lead 
weighted hardwood heads with 12mm tufnol end plates.   The most popular 
handle shape is octagonal about 31 mm x 27 mm with a turned lower roll 
grip. 

To personalize your mallet, we can 
stamp up to 6 capital letters in gold 
foil or different fonts and sizes can 
be printed on a label.  

The Evolution and Discovery mallet heads are made from well seasoned  
Indian Sheesham wood chosen for its stability and beautiful grain.   A 6 mm 
sycamore sighting line is inlaid into the top of the head and 12 mm Tufnol 
end plates are fitted. Tufnol is a brown resin-impregnated cloth material 
which is virtually unbreakable and provides a crisp and true surface for 
striking the ball. 

Our standard mallet head measures 253 mm (10") long x 65 mm wide x 60 
mm high. Mallet heads may be made to other specifications if required.   

EVA is a closed cell foam which is light weight, comfortable and hard   
wearing. It’s impervious to moisture and highly resistant to chemicals so 
easily washed to keep them looking like new.  The EVA handles can be 
shaped to the traditional octagonal shape or the slightly larger 35mm round 
with flat sides as pictured below.  

 

Balls.  We have the sole agency for the          
Sunshiny championship approved CQ balls      
in Australia and New Zealand.  
 

    Narrow Head                   Wide head 
    Light navy grip                    Tan grip 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Evolution mallet  
is the world’s top selling club level croquet for good        
reasons. Not only do they offer incredible performance, 
but they're beautifully crafted, competitively priced and 
look fantastic. 
 
10 mm thick milled stainless steel end plates provide        
peripheral weighting to an  attractive hard wood head.  The 
concept of the laminated head is to reduce the weight of 
the wooden section so that thicker metal end plates can be 
used, thus maximizing the effect of peripheral weighting. It 
also increases the stability of the head by having the    
heavier wood on the sides.  The standard head length is 10”  
but custom lengths are made to order at no extra charge.  
These are superbly balanced  mallets that provide the  
player with more power and yet maintain better control.  
By redistributing some of the mass to the striking faces, 
the moment of inertia is   increased. This makes the head 
more stable in the swing giving greater accuracy and more 
power for less effort.  
 
The virtually indestructible 17 mm diameter carbon and 
fiberglass shaft is foam filled to minimize vibrations. 
They’re made to a reasonably stiff flex unless otherwise   
requested. The long length octagonal EVA closed cell grip 
is the ultimate grip material being waterproof, comfortable 
and light. The whole handle weighs an average of just over 
10 ounces. Octagonal handles are available in Red, Blue 
and Tan. Round handles with flat sides can be made from 
light navy or tan. 

Mallet covers Made from padded polyester in three sizes 
available in blue or red. 

Octagonal 

Round and flat sides 


